Mathematics Department Committee Assignments
2018-2019

Executive Committee: Eischen, Elias, He, Proudfoot*, Ralph, Steinberg, Xu

Post-tenure Review: Bownik, Brundan, Xu*

Graduate Affairs:
  Chair: Proudfoot
  PhD: Ostrik, Proudfoot*, Warren
  Appointments: Lu, Ostrik*, Polishchuk
  Advising: Addington, Dugger, Proudfoot, Sinclair
  Masters: Proudfoot
  At Large: Botvinnik, Bownik, Eischen, Kleshchev, Lipshitz, Phillips, Sinha

Undergraduate Affairs:
  Chair: Brundan
  Head Advisor: Harker
  Orientation Advising: Elias, Harker, Henderson, Ostrik, Young
  Walk-in Advising: Brundan, Harker*, Henderson, Lu, Steinberg, Vaintrob
  OMEC Representative: Bevans
  Assessment Committee: Botvinnik, Gilkey, Price*
  Putnam Exam: Vaintrob
  Math club faculty advisor: Eischen, Steinberg
  General Science Representative: Harker
  Speaker Series: Eischen*, Steinberg

Search Committees:
  Post-Doc: Botvinnik, He*, Kleshchev, Vaintrob
  Open Search: Berenshtein, Eischen, Lin, Sinha, Xu
  Data Science/Applied Statistics Representative: Levin
  Computational Genomics (Math-Bio) Representatives: Ahmadian, Phillips

Other Committees:
  Colloquium: Bownik, Sinha*
  Instructor Committee: Bevans*, Brundan, Nemirovskaya
  Moursund/Niven Lectures: Lipshitz*, Ralph
  Scholarships and Awards: Addington*, Fisher, Harker
  Travel/Visitor Fund: Shen, Warren*

Ad Hoc Committee to Investigate Merit Raise Procedures:
Elias, Lipshitz, Kleshchev*